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A note on the Radon—Nikodym theorem 
of Pedersen and Takesaki 
JÜRGEN TISCHER 
0 . Introduction. The Radon—Nikodym theorem of PEDERSEN and TAKESAKI [ 4 ] 
shows the existence and uniqueness of-a density of certain semi-finite weights i¡/ 
with respect to a given normal, faithful and semi-finite weight <p, the density being 
a self-adjoint, positive operator. Here, it is shown that — with a suitable extension 
of the definition of a density — this theorem remains true without the assumption 
of semifiniteness of the weight ij/. Paragraph 2 sums up some facts about projec-
tions which are used in the sequel. 
This paper is based on the first part of the author's thesis which was supervised 
by Professor D. Kolzow. The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor 
Kolzow for his constant assistance and encouragement which were formative in 
the preparation of this thesis. 
1. Basic notations and definitions. Let 2t be a von Neumann algebra. A weight 
<p on 21 is a map defined on 21+ with values in R + :=R + U{°°} which is additive 
and positive homogeneous (0-c°:=0). 
A weight cp on 21 defines the left ideals 
n „ : = a n d N9:={AZ'$i\(p(A*A) = 0} 
and the convex cone 
The weight cp is called faithful if it is strictly positive, semi-finite if the identity 
of 21 is the ultraweak limit of elements of and normal if <p(sup At) = sup 
for every increasing bounded net in 2i+. 
If q> is semi-finite, normal and faithful, then on n̂ , an inner product is defined 
by (A, B):= (p(B*A) (<p the canonical extension of cp to m^m+ — m * = it*n^,). 
The usual Gelfand—Naimark—Segal construction gives a faithful, normal represen-
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tation 7î  of 21 on Hy, the completion of with respect to the inner product ( . , . ) . 
The involution * of 2i extends from n^fln* to a closed conjugate linear operator 
5 on H9. If S—JA112 (the polar decomposition of S) then / is a conjugate linear 
isometry and A is a self-adjoint, positive, non-degenerate operator. Every t£ R 
defines a unitary operator A" on H^, A --A~"AA" leaves 7^(21) invariant and 
so gives rise to a *-automorphism a t of 21. The strongly continuous one parameter 
group {<r,|i€R} is called the modular automorphism group of q>. The weight 
(p fulfils the Kubo—Martin—Schwinger (KMS) condition with respect to I(p, i.e. 
for all A, i ^n^D«* there is a continuous, bounded function/on {z£C|0^Im z ^ l } , 
holomorphic in the interior and such that for all 
f { t ) = <p(<r,(A)2), / 0 + 0 = <p{Ba,iA)). 
If 2" is a strongly continuous one parameter group on 21 and cp is KMS with 
respect to I ' , then I ' = 
A semi-finite,.faithful, normal weight <p is a trace iff is trivial. 
2. Semi-finite projections. Let <p be a fixed normal weight on 21. If /1 € A^ fl 21+ 
and if E is the spectral measure of A, then supp .4=sup E(]\jn, °o[). Now, 
O^l/nEQl/n, s o EQl/n, is in.iV,, (since (p is additive), and we have 
that supp A is in N9 (since <p is normal). 
It follows that given two projections P, Q^N^, their supremum (in the set of 
all projections of 21) />Vg=supp ( P + g ) is again in N9. So the set of all projec-
tions in Ny is an increasing family with supremum P9. Since cp is normal, Pv is 
again in N9 , hence (COMBES [1], p. 75): The set of all projections of Nv has a largest 
element Pv. 
Remarks . 
a) If A^Ny, then supp A*A = supp A is in Nv, so supp^s i* , , . Thus, 
A—A supp A = APq> and N/p<z'ilPtp. Since N9 is a left ideal and P^dN^, it follows 
that N 9=WP 9 . 
b) If g is a *-automorphism of 21 and if cp is ^-invariant, then <p(g(Pv)) = 
= (p(Pip) = (p{g-\P9))=0, so g i P ^ P ^ g - ^ P y ) and P9 is ^-invariant 
The following example shows that the set of projections of is not an increas-
ing family. 
Example. Let H be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space with an orthonormal 
basis (e„)n?N. Define 1l:=L(H), for n£N define f„£H by 
/ . : = ( l - l / ^ ^ - i + O W S , , , 
and define projections Px, P2d1l by 
oo oo 
Pi-= 2e2n-itoe^-i, P2:— 2 f n ® f n -
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Define the weight <p on 21 by 
oa 
n = l 
Then cp is normal, (p(P1) = 0, <p(Id)=°° and <p(e2n®e2n) = 1 for all w€N. Since 
EO 
I d = P 1 + 2 e2n®e2n> this-shows that <p is semi-finite. 
n=i 
= 2 (P2e2m e2n) = ¿ ( ( e 2 „ , / „ ) / „ , e2n) = j5 l ( ^ , / „ ) | 2 = 2 1/2" = 1. n = 1 H = 1 11 = 1 n = l 
Now, it is easy to see that P1VP2=Id. Thus we have: P1 and P2 are in m+ and 
PiVP2 is not, i.e. the set of all projections in m^ is not an increasing family. 
Def in i t ion . Let P be a projection in 91. 
a) P is called semi-finite (with respect to cp) if the restriction of cp to P 9 I + P 
is semi-finite; 
b) P is called a-finite (with respect to cp) if there is a sequence (P„)ngN of mutually 
orthogonal projections of with P—2Pn-
Clearly, every a-finite projection is semi-finite. 
2.1 Lemma. A projection P of % is a-finite i f f there is an A£with 
P = s u p p ^ 4 . 
) 
Proof . Let P be a-finite, P= 2 Pn a n d P„€m*. One can assume that 
n = 1 
<p(PJ?i0 for all n. Define A:= 2 (1/(2" max (<pCP„), 1)))PB. Then <p{A)s 1, so n = 1 
On the other hand, supp A=P. To prove the other direction, let A be in 
and Pi^supp A. Let E be the spectral measure of A. Define E^EQX, °°D, 
En:=EQlln, l /(n-1)[) for n ^ 2 . Then \jnEnSA, so E„£m+ and P= f , E„. 
^ n = l 
2.2 Corol la ry . With Pi, P2 a-finite projections, V/>2 ' s a-finite. 
Proof . Let Alt A2 be in m + with supp^ j = />i. Then supp (A1+A2)=P1VP2. 
2.3 P r o p o s i t i o n (Cha rac t e r i za t i on of semi- f in i te p ro jec t ions ) . Let 
P be a projection in 91. Then the following are equivalent: 
a) P is semi-finite; 
b) P —V Pj, where (/>,),. e l is a family of a-finite projections; 
c) p=\jpwhere (Pj)^, is a family of projections in 
d) P=sup Pn where (Pj)ie, is an increasing family of a-finite projections. 
9* 
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Proof . a)=>-b): Assume b) false and a) true. 
Define <5:={Se9l| S (r-finite projection, SsiP}, £ > : = P - V e . 
By assumption Qr^O, so there is an ultra weakly continuous state / on 9t with 
£ : = s u p p f = Q . Now, if is a net in P9iPnm<S" converging ultraweakly to 
P, then for all /£/, supp.4, is c-finite and s u p p ^ ^ P ; thus, supp/l, is in (5, i.e. 
A,Q=0. Now, \f(P-A,)l = lf(£(P-Ai)E)\ = lf(£PE)l = l, which is a contradic-
tion to (A,) converging ultraweakly to P. The proofs of the other implications are 
easy consequences of the definition of cr-finite. 
2.4 Coro l la ry . For every family (P;) of semi-finite projections, VP ; is semi-
finite. 
2.5 Coro l l a ry (cf. PEDERSEN—TAKESAKI [4] ) . The set of all semi-finite projec-
tions (with respect to <p) contains a largest element denoted by Q^. 
2.6 Coro l la ry . If g is a * -automorphism of 91 and (p is g-invariant, then Qv 
is g-invariant. c 
Proof . The Proposition shows that 
Q9 = V{P| P projection, P£ m + }. 
This set is g-invariant by assumption and g is a * ̂ automorphism, thus 
g(S9) =V{g(P)] p projection, P€n , ;} = 
If H is an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space with an orthonormal basis (<?„)„£N, 
then (p:=2n'C0e defines a normal, semi-finite weight on 9 l :=L(H) . 
If x:= 2 eJn and Px is the projection on (x), then r/)(Px)=°o. Every A^Px'iiPx 
NI N 
' is a multiple of Px> so Px is not semi-finite. This shows that if P is a semi-finite projec-
tion and Q is a projection with Q^P, then Q is not necessarily semi-finite. How-
ever, if q> is semi-finite, normal and faithful and if P is -invariant, then P is semi-
finite (cf. COMBES—DELAROCHE [2]) . For then by [4] , thm 3 . 6 , P M ^ C M , and 
m^Pcm^; so, if (Aj) is a net in m* which converges ultraweakly to the identity, 
(.PAjP) is a net in P9tPf]m + which converges ultraweakly to P. 
3. The Radon—Nikodym theorem. For the rest of this paragraph let 91 be a 
von Neumann algebra and (p a semi-finite, normal, faithful weight on 91. The von 
Neumann algebra of all invariant elements of 91 with respect to the modular auto-
morphism group Z will be denoted by 9t'p. 
For the convenience of the reader some of the notations and results of [4] will 
be given. 
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Let Hbe a self-adjoint, positive operator in 2P. Then, the map A -*q>(Hll2AH112) 
is a normal, semi-finite, ¿"„-invariant weight on 21, denoted by (pH. If H is a self-
adjoint, positive operator affiliated to SP, then for every £>0 the operator Hr is 
defined by Hc:=H(l + eH)-\ Then, H^W* and the map A^sup<pH(A) is a 
c>0 * 
normal, semi-finite, ^-invariant weight on 21, again denoted by cpH. 
Then, the main result of [4] is the following: 
Theorem (Radon—Nikodym theorem of Pedersen and Takesaki). Let ty be 
a semi-finite, normal 1 ̂ -invariant weight on 21. Then, there is a unique self-adjoint 
operator H affiliated with 21'' such that ip = (pH. 
There is a commutative analogue of this theorem, cf. [3], p. 245, lemme 1: 
If 21 is commutative, i.e. isomorphic to an L°°(Z,/n) with locally compact Z 
and positive Radon measure n, denote by 3 + the set of all positive, measurable 
functions on Z with values in R + modulo locally null-functions. The weight (p is 
then a semi-finite, normal, faithful trace on 21. Then, for every normal weight 
\j/(=normal trace) on 21 there is a unique i / £ 3 + such that 
{¡/(A) = <p(HA) for all A£3 + , 
where ip, (p denote the canonical extensions of i¡/ and <p to 
Here, ip need not be semi-finite. In the following it is shown that the same is 
true for the theorem of Pedersen and Takesaki with a suitable definition of the 
density H. 
Def in i t ion . Let SB be a von Neumann algebra. A spectral measure on the 
Borel sets B(R+) of the extended positive real line with values in the set of self-
adjoint projections of 23 is called a Q^-valued) extended spectral measure. The set 
of all ©-valued extended spectral measures is denoted by 23+. 
3.1 Lemma. If E^2l«'+ and A£21+, then the map m^^ on B{R+) with values 
in R + , defined by 
m<p,A(A)-.= <p{E(A)AE(A]) (A£B(R+)) 
is a measure on R + . 
Proof . Since E(A)£ 2i<p, prop. 4.1 of [4] shows that mv<A is additive. The spectral 
measure E is c-additive and, by prop. 4.2 of [4], the map E(A) -*/p(E(A)AE(A)) 
is normal. 
Def in i t ion . Let E be in 2l<»+. For A£2I+ define mv A as in Lemma 3.1. 
Define <pE: 2 I+-H+ by 
?*(A):=J*dm9iA(X)(=JXd<p(EiAEx)) 2I+). 
R + - R + 
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3.2 Lemma. If Ed21''+, then <pE is a normal and T. ̂ -invariant weight on 91. 
Proof . By [4], prop. 4.1 the map A-~q>{E(A)AE(A)) is a weight on 91 for 
every <d€5(R+). Thus, the map q>E is additive and positive homogeneous. 
Next, take a Then, for all Ad91+ and for all J€.B(R+) we have 
<p(E(A)g(A)E(A)) = (P{E(A)AE(A))> 
from which it follows that (pE is ^-invariant. 
Now, we show that q>E is normal. Take an increasing family (AJ in 91+ with 
supAi=A. Then by the positivity of all occurring values the following holds: 
cpE(A) = fXdcp(ExAEx) = 
R+ 
= s u p { 2 ^ M E ( 4 J ) A E ^ J ) ) \ 2 AJ = 5+> H = «RF^} = 
= sup {2 Xjcp(E(Aj) (sup A,)E(Aj))} = 
= sup sup {2 Xjcp(E(Aj)AiE(AJ))} = 
= sup <pE(Ai). i 
The following lemma shows that the definition of (pE is indeed an extension of 
the definition of (pH by Pedersen and Takesaki. 
3.3 Lemma. Let H be a self-adjoint, positive operator affiliated to W. If E is 
the canonical spectral measure on 5 (R + ) defined by H, then <pB = (pE. 
Proof . Take 2l+ . First, if / is a simple real-valued function on R + , 
n 
f=2aiiA,> we have 
»=i 
VttmiA) = 2 ^(p{lAi(H)AlAi(H)) = f / (>•) d<p(Ex AEX). 
Next, take an increasing sequence (/„) of simple functions which converges to 
A(l-feA)-1. Then H=swpfn(H), so 
J . 
(pHc (A) = sup (p/n(H) (A) = sup J /„ (2) dq> (Ex AEX) = 
" R + 
= FX{l+eX)-1dq>(ELAEO. 
R + 
Finally, by definition we have 
<PH(A) = sup cpHc(A) = s u p J ;.(1 -ffiA)-1 d<p(ExAEx) = 
R + 
= fXd<p(EiAEJ = <pE(A). 
R + 
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and Takesaki — gen-
Then, there is a unique 
Proof . Existence: Define 91 := <2^912^. For a map / on. 21+ define / to be 
the restriction of / t o 91+. 
Since \f/ is Zy-invariant, so is Q$ (2.6), i.e. Q^ZW and so is semi-finite 
with respect to (p (see the end of § 2). Thus, cp is semi-finite, normal and faithful and 
$ is semi-finite and normal. 
We show that $ is -invariant: Since is -invariant, l,p leaves 91 invariant; 
now, q> fulfils the KMS condition with respect to the restriction of to 91, so ï 9 
and I0 coincide. Thus, for all gÇX^ there is a such that g=g; hence, $(g(A))= 
= $(g(A)) = il,(g(A))=il,(A) = {i>(A) G4€9i+). 
So, the Radon—Nikodym theorem of PEDERSEN and TAKESAKI gives a unique 
self-adjoint and positive operator H affiliated to 91*' such that \j/=(pH. If EH is 
the spectral measure of H, define E£tyP* by RestB ( R + )£:=£, , and 
Next we show that i¡/=(pE: 
Let A be in 9I+. 
Case 1: Q^AQ^O. Since q> is faithful, <p(Q£AQfr)?iO and it follows that 
<pE(A)^°° Assume that \j/(A) is finite. Then, by Lemma 2.1, supp A 
is cr-finite, and it follows that supp A ^ Q ^ and Q^AQfr = 0 which is a contradic-
tion. Thus \j/(A)=°° and so il/(A)~(pE(A). 
Case 2: Q^AQ^ = 0. Now, since A is positive, we have that Q^AQ^—A (i.e. 
AW+) and 4>{A) = 4i(A) = <p„(A) = 0Ea(A)=<pE(A). 
Uniqueness. Suppose F Ç w i t h i¡/=(pF. Then g :=F(R + )69I" , so g is 
semi-finite with respect to (p. If / is a map on 9I+, denote the restriction of / to 
(Q11Q)+ by/. Then, 0 is semi-finite, normal and faithful and <pF(.) = J).d(p{F.F). 
H* 
If K is the (canonical) self-adjoint operator with spectral measure RestB(R+)F, then 
by 3.3, <Pr=0Rest ,„ sF=@k> s o 9f is semi-finite by [4], prop. 4.2, from which it 
follows that Q is semi-finite with respect to (pF=\j/. Thus — On the 
other hand, if PÇ9I is a projection with (pF(P)<then by the faithfulness of cp, 
¿r({oo})PF({°°})=0, so Ps sg . These facts together give Q = Q<1, (see §2). 
In particular, the argument applies to the spectral measure E (where E is as 
in the proof of existence), so one has £"(R+) = F(R + ) (i.e. $ = $ = and by the 
uniqueness of K it follows that E—F. 
3.4 T h e o r e m (Radon—Nikodym theorem of Pedersen 
eralized version). Let i¡/.be a normal Z^-invariant weight on 91. 
Ei 9F5 such that ij/ = (pE. 
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